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INBENTUS is a Spanish manufacturer of High-performance
mechanical ventilators based on turbine technology, our models
are: VERSATILE ICU ventilator and VIATORE Transport ventilator,
both turbine ventilators valid for adult, pediatric and neonatal
patients.

Trademarks: VENTILATOR VERSATILE, VENTILATOR
VIATORE.

ELITE BAGS is a company consolidated in the sector of
Healthcare and Medical Equipment, being a reference for more
than 20 years in the design and manufacture of briefcases and
bags for professionals. Our mission is to take care of the needs
linked to transportation of materials, specially the medical
equipment sector: Emergencies, Firefighters, Evacuation, Home
calls, Sport therapy, Medicine, Nursing, First-Aid, Clinical Analysis
and Diabetes.  
  
Trademarks: ELITE BAGS, EMERGENCY’S, ENFERMANIA.

Layertex S.L. is a Spanish manufacturer of soapy sponges and
mittens with 20 years of experience in more than 20 countries. We
offer a new concept of personal hygiene which brings savings,
safety, efficiency, comfort, and patient well-being in the health
sector.

Trademarks: CELDRAP, CLEANET, HIGIEMED, GANTNET,
NINONET.

Tecnimoem Care is a Spanish manufacturer with more than 25
years of experience in health sector. Specialized in articulated
beds, hoists and commode chair. Dedicated to the continuous
improvements of its products to always offer the highest quality.

Trademarks: MOEM, POWERLIFT, TECNIMOEM. 
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For more than 40 years, Telic has manufactured and distributed a
wide range of medical single-use solutions for hospitals and
healthcare centres, and cosmetics products for physical therapy,
aesthetics, wellness and sport treatments. Our extensive portfolio
includes solutions for surgery, cardiology, nursing and patient well-
being.

Trademarks: BLAYCO, DORMO, TRANSONIC, +BO, OXD,
UMAN.

LABORATORIOS INDAS in Spain is part of Attindas Hygiene
Partners. INDAS designs, makes and sells a complete line of high
quality and innovative absorbent hygiene products. Among our
products we can find adult briefs, Pull Ons, Shaped pads,
Underpads and baby diapers. As part of the group Attindas we
have factories in the United States and Sweden where we produce
the well-known brand ATTENDS®.

Trademarks: INDASLIP, INDASEC DISCREET, SABANINDAS,
CHELINO, ATTENDS.
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